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Brightleaf Solutions has been Recommended for ISO
27001:2013 and 9001:2015 Certification
For its Information Security and Quality Management Systems – Requirements
Brookline, MA – Brightleaf Solutions, Inc., a leading provider of contract abstraction and analytics solutions
that helps its clients overcome the challenges of mining important information from structured or
unstructured text-based documents, has been recommended for International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 27001:2013 and 9001:2015 certification by TUV Nord. By meeting the extensive criteria
for these standards, Brightleaf affirms its commitment to information security of the clients’ sensitive
documents, as well as the ability to consistently deliver peak quality outputs by driving continuous
improvements to products, services, and internal processes.
“We deal with our clients most sensitive information - their contracts, on which they run their business.
Achieving the ISO 27001:2013 certification, Brightleaf has shown its commitment to this sensitivity and
security, and has all the necessary controls in place to ensure that this strict standard is met by its technology,
people and processes”, states Samir Bhatia, CEO of Brightleaf. The ISO 27001:2013 Standard is a process-based
approach established and updated by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the world’s
largest developer of international standards. The ISO 27001:2013 standard specifies the requirements for
establishing, implementing, maintaining, and continually improving an information security management
system (ISMS) within the organization. By implementing and following the necessary steps to comply with this
standard, organizations can identify, control, and eliminate security risks, ultimately certifying the security
practices adopted within their organization.
Samir Bhatia adds, “By achieving the ISO 9001:2015 certification, Brightleaf has demonstrated that it will work
tirelessly to achieve the quality standards that its customers’ demand. The data that is extracted by Brightleaf
is run through its proprietary technology, and quality checked by its team of lawyers while following a
stringent Six-Sigma process. With this certification, Brightleaf’s technology, people and process have been
vetted against rigid quality standards outlined by the ISO.”
The world’s most popular quality management system standard, ISO 9001:2015 helps businesses prove their
ability to consistently provide products and services that meet customer applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements. Obtained through thorough extensive external audits performed by TUV Nord, a world class ISO
certification organization and an independent accredited registrar company, the certification aims to enhance
customer satisfaction through the effective application of a company’s system, including processes for
improving the system and assuring compliance with various regulations. “Being recommended for the two

certifications by TUV Nord, is a testament to Brightleaf’s dedication to keeping all client information secure, as
well as the quality standards of the delivery of our service.” adds Samir Bhatia.
Brightleaf’s technology that can extract meta-data from contractual documents, is built using natural language
processing alongside AI technologies, and capable of handling structured, semi-structured and unstructured
legal and contractual documents and is customized to client requirements.

ABOUT BRIGHTLEAF SOLUTIONS, INC.
Brightleaf provides a technology powered service to extract information from your contracts using our own
proprietary semantic intelligence/natural language processing technology, our own team of lawyers to check
the output, and our own Six-Sigma process to deliver end-to-end, highly accurate, extracted data from your
contracts.
The data can be virtually anything, and it is customized for each of your type of contracts. All meta-data, terms
and conditions, legal provisions, and even all obligations (which are usually scattered throughout your
contracts) are extracted by our software. This extracted data is checked by our team of lawyers, and provided
in a format for easy upload into any system, such as a Contract Lifecycle Management System (CLM), for
tracking and reporting (download Strategy Brief).
This allows you to leverage the knowledge in your existing contracts, report on the extracted data, even
recover hidden revenue (e.g. by policing penalty clauses in your supplier agreements) and comply with current
and upcoming regulations.
Brightleaf was voted one of the top five data mining companies, and the only one in the legal space.
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